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1. INTRODUCTION  

In accordance with our instructions, this Geotechnical Completion Report has been prepared for 
Cabra Developments Limited as part of the documentation to be submitted to Auckland Council 
following earthworks to form Stages 1A and 3 of the residential development at Huapai Triangle Sub 
Precinct B, Huapai. Construction of this residential subdivision has been undertaken in accordance 
with the Auckland Council Resource Consent numbers SLC-63594 and REG-63595 and Engineering 
Approval letter referenced ENG-2015-473 dated 10 February 2016 for the original engineering plans, 
and Engineering Approval letter referenced ENG-486 dated 18 July 2016 for Variation A of the 
Engineering Plans. Specific structures constructed during the civil works to create the subdivision 
include timber pole retaining walls and segmental block retaining walls. 

This report contains our Suitability Statement, specific comments related to items raised in the 
Resource Consent, relevant test data and the Cato Bolam Consultants Limited as-built plan set as 
provided in Appendix B. 

This report covers the construction period late November 2015 to November 2016 and is intended to 
be used for certification purposes for new lots (listed below) created from Lot 1 of DP 318693, Lot 2 
of DP 318693, Lot 2 of DP 137997 and Lot 4 of DP 435299 as follows: 

 28 new residential lots numbered 3 to 15, 26 to 38 being standard residential lots, lots 200 
and 201 being superlots; 

 3 new roads numbered Road 1, Road 3 ad Road 5 within lots 400 and 401; 

 1 Jointly Owned Access Lot (JOAL) numbered lot 300; 

 1 Recreation Reserve numbered lot 500; 

 2 Road Reserves numbered lots 119 and 411; 

 1 Drainage Reserve with a stormwater detention device numbered lot 501. 

These stages of the Huapai Triangle Sub Precinct B residential development are located off Nobilo 
and Station Roads. As can be seen from the as-built plans, 15 of the lots have been affected by filling 
as part of the earthworks operations to a maximum depth of approximately 7 metres. 

2. PROJECT BACKGROUND 

The geotechnical investigations and design were undertaken by CMW, presented in our report 
entitled Geotechnical Investigation Report, Cnr Station Road and Nobilo Road, Huapai, referenced 
2015_1127AB Rev.2 dated 24 August 2015. This document included the earthworks specification 
which was used as part of the quality assurance testing carried out for the earthworks for all stages 
of the subdivision. 

The conclusions and recommendations within this report have been reviewed in preparation of this 
report. 

3. DESCRIPTION OF EARTHWORKS 

Works on these stages of the development were undertaken in conjunction with surrounding future 
stages areas. 

Earthworks subcontractor Bob Hick Earthmoving Limited mobilised to site at the end of November 
2015 to begin topsoil stripping operations and muckout of the north western gully area across lots 7 
to 14 to be used as a temporary silt pond. Subsoil drainage was installed within the base of the gully 
muckout as part of these works and temporarily outlet to the paddocks within the neighbouring 
property. 
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Muck out of the permanent stormwater detention device directly east of the eastern gully took place 
at around the same time with fills placed to form the pond clay liner. CMW undertook regular testing 
of the liner to confirm compaction and air voids of the fill in accordance with the specifications. 

Muckout of the larger western gully was undertaken throughout January 2016, which included subsoil 
drainage installed within the gully base and outlet temporarily into the silt retention pond at the 
southern end of the site. 

Cut to fill operations started in early December 2015 with the placement of fill along the north western 
gully across lots 201 to 14 with site won material being cut from the south eastern gully across future 
stages in lots 86 to 203. Fill operations extended across lots 1 to 6 from mid December 2015 onwards 
with earthworks operations concentrating on conditioning the central ridge. 

Fill operations extended across the northern side of lot 201 towards the end of December 2015 with 
several lots at finished level. Contractors started placing topsoil across lots 7 and 8 and focussed on 
undercutting the reserve area (lot 500) to required levels for placement of compacted topsoil. Subsoil 
drainage previously placed within the north western gully was brought through to beneath the reserve 
area and up beneath Road 1 to tap areas of seepage and help maintain drainage within the reserve 
area long term. 

Contractors moved onto topsoil stripping along the western side of the site and continued backfilling 
lot 500 with topsoil compacted in layers. Operations progressed towards the muck out of the south 
eastern gully across future stages in lots 98 to 107 with the deepest cut depth extending to 
approximately 7 metres below the finished level. 

Timber pole retaining wall construction began at the start of February 2016 with contractors starting 
drilling operations along future stages in lots 44 and 43. Timber pole retaining wall construction 
operations continued progressively across the site until May 2016. 

By mid February 2016, service lines were being laid during which backfilled trenches were tested by 
CMW to confirm compaction. By the end of February earthworks operations slowed down due to 
weather conditions deteriorating. Trimming of roads across the western portion of the site began in 
early March 2016 with undercuts occurring along portions of Roads 1, 2 and 3, backfilled with 
engineered fill. These works continued throughout March 2016. 

By mid March 2016 topsoil operations resumed across the central gully with most of the lots having 
reached finished level. Minor earthworks were also being undertaken on future stages in lots 16 to 25 
to reach finished levels. Combined service ducting and lot connections were completed progressively 
across the initial stages during this time. 

Earthworks operations resumed on the eastern side of the site across future stages in lot 98 to 105 
at the start of April 2016. By mid April, the permanent stormwater detention device was topsoiled with 
geotextile and boulders being placed before and after the stormwater pipework. Earth fill operations 
came to an end towards the end of April and the stormwater detention device completed. 

All roads across site were lime stabilised at the start of May 2016 and subsequently trimmed to 
subgrade and metalled. Timber pole retaining wall construction continued during this time with CMW 
doing regular inspections confirmed all construction aspects of the retaining walls being built across 
site.  

Gravity wall construction began start of July 2016 with construction of walls extending until the end of 
November 2016. Completion of Stage 1A and 3 areas including roading, footpaths, street lights, 
raingardens, planting, fencing/balustrades etc. were completed between August and November 2016. 
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4. GEOTECHNICAL QUALITY CONTROL 

4.1. Site Observations 

During the earthworks site visits were typically undertaken several times each week to assess 
compliance with NZS 4431 and specific design recommendations and specifications.  

Site visits were carried out to observe and confirm compliance relating to: 

 Adequate topsoil stripping; 

 Fill areas prior to the placement of fill materials to ascertain that all mullock and soft inorganic 
subsoils had been removed; 

 Installation of subsoil drains including underfill drains but excluding road under-channel 
drains; 

 Backfilling of subsoil drains; 

 Excavation and backfilling of sewer and stormwater trenches; 

 Construction of cantilever pole retaining walls including ground conditions, pile size, spacing 
and depth; and 

 Construction of segmental block walls including foundation and retained soil ground 
conditions, block and grid placement, hardfill compaction and drainage; and 

 Placement and compaction of engineered fills. 

4.2. Compaction Control 

Compaction of engineered earth fills was controlled by undrained shear strength measured by hand 
held shear vane calibrated using the NZGS 2001 method and by air voids as defined by NZS4402.  

The criteria for undrained shear strength were a minimum single value of 110 kPa and minimum 
average of any 10 consecutive tests of 140 kPa. 

The criteria for air voids were a maximum single value of 12% and maximum average of any 10 
consecutive tests of 10%. 

Vane shear strength, water content and in situ density tests were carried out on all areas of the 
engineered filling to at least the frequency required by the project specification. 

These tests showed on some occasions that the required compaction standards were not being 
achieved and to the best of our knowledge the failing areas of fill were re-worked as necessary. 
Subsequent testing confirmed compliance with the specification. 

5. EVALUATION OF COMPLETED EARTHWORKS 

5.1. Retaining Walls 

Several cantilever pole retaining walls and segmental block retaining walls have been constructed in 
the locations shown on the appended Final Contour & Retaining Wall As Built Plans. 

These walls reach a maximum height of approximately 1.7 metres and were designed and observed 
by this consultancy. A copy of the Producer Statement – Construction Review is provided in Appendix 
E. 

Descriptions of the building and earthworks restrictions within the vicinity of this wall are contained in 
the Suitability Statement in Appendix A. The Retaining Wall Specific Design Plans appended depict 
these restrictions for each lot affected. 
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Outlets for the rear drainage for the walls terminate within lot boundaries. These drainage outlets are 
required to be connected to the private drainage for the affected lots as part of construction of the 
dwellings. Lots affected by drainage outlet locations are designated on the appended GCR Summary 
Table. 

5.2. Land Stability and Erosion Control 

On all steep land, surface stability can be compromised by indiscriminate disposal of stormwater onto 
the ground surface and/ or by removal of vegetation.  

Building and landscape designers must ensure that all runoff from solid surfaces is directed into the 
stormwater system. It is also important that care is paid to the disposal of stormwater during 
construction so that concentrated discharges (e.g. from unconnected spouting) are not directed 
towards steep ground.  

Any vegetation cleared beyond the immediate area of building platforms for temporary construction 
purposes should be replanted or replaced as soon as possible. The roots of an established vegetation 
cover can serve to bind the surface soils while the foliage can reduce rain infiltration and soil 
saturation, resulting in better resistance to erosion and shallow slumping.  

5.3. Fill Induced Settlement 

The majority of the filling on this stage of the development was placed prior to May 2016. A series of 
settlement markers was installed in areas of deep fill at its completion and have been periodically 
monitored for both horizontal and vertical movements. Horizontal changes have been noted to be 
within the survey accuracy limits, while vertical movements are depicting seasonal shrink/ swell 
variations as anticipated. 

On the basis of the results, we are satisfied that t90 primary consolidation settlement has been 
achieved here and that fill induced settlement does not pose a hazard to NZS 3604 type building 
development. 

5.4. Service Line Trenches 

As part of the civil works, stormwater services were trenched throughout the development as shown 
on the appended Stormwater Reticulation As-built Plans.  

Stormwater trenches in key locations contained a punched draincoil to facilitate draining of any 
groundwater seepages within the trench bedding. These draincoils are connected to the downstream 
stormwater manholes. This drainage has been installed as a precautionary measure that is not 
considered to be necessary for private connections. 

As is normal on all subdivisions, building developments involving foundations within a 45 degree zone 
of influence from pipe inverts will require engineering input. The Auckland Council drawing referenced 
SW22 provided in Appendix B extracted from Chapter 4 of the Auckland Council Code of Practice for 
Land development and Subdivision depicts their requirements for stormwater pipes. The majority of 
lots are known to have service trenches within the lot boundaries as shown on the appended Drainage 
Zone of Influence Plans.  

Resulting restrictions are presented in the Suitability Statement below, together with a table of the 
affected lots. 

5.5. Subsoil Drains 

The appended Cut Fill As Built Plans show the positions of underfill drains which were constructed in 
the natural ground within the gully areas during the earthworks operations. The drains were installed 
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to help control groundwater levels and are extended through to the adjacent subdivision. The ongoing 
operation of these drains is important to the overall stability conditions of the site. 

As these were installed within the base of the gully areas there is typically at least 4 metres fill over 
the drains within lot areas and therefore they are not expected to be encountered as part of typically 
shallow foundation construction for residential dwellings. Construction involving piled foundations and 
or future retaining structures should be designed to avoid these drains to preserve their continued 
operation. 

Descriptions of the restrictions are contained in the appended Suitability Statement. Lots 11 to 14 and 
201 are known to be affected by these restrictions. 

5.6. Road Subgrades 

Penetration resistance testing was carried out on the road subgrades during construction and the 
results of this testing were forwarded to Cato Bolam Consultants Limited for pavement remedial 
design. Where soft ground with low equivalent CBR values was identified it was generally undercut 
and geogrid and geotextile cloth was installed. All road subgrade areas were subsequently lime/ 
cement stabilised to achieve appropriate CBR values. 

Benkelman Beam testing of the base course was carried out by Roadtest Limited on each road and 
those results were also forwarded to Cato Bolam Consultants. 

5.7. Design of Shallow Foundations 

5.7.1. Bearing Capacity 

Once bulk earthworks and top-soiling of the building platforms had been completed, our staff drilled 
hand auger boreholes on platforms in natural ground to determine representative finished ground 
conditions and hence evaluate likely foundation options for future building development. Our 
assessments of bearing capacity for the design of shallow foundations on each building platform are 
contained in the appended Suitability Statement. 

At current subgrade levels lots 3 to 15, 26 to 29, 31 to 38, 200 and 201 inclusive have been assessed 
as having a geotechnical ultimate bearing capacity of 300 kPa within the influence of conventional 
shallow residential building foundation loads. However on account of the presence of soft natural sub 
soils, a geotechnical ultimate bearing capacity of 240 kPa has been assessed for lot 30. 

If higher geotechnical ultimate bearing capacities are required, further specific site investigation and 
design of foundations should be carried out prior to Building Consent application. 

5.7.2. Foundation Settlements 

At the bearing pressures specified above and subject to the design requirements for soil 
expansiveness provided below, differential settlement of shallow foundations for buildings designed 
in accordance with NZS 3604 (including the 600mm subfloor fill depth limit) should be within code 
limits. 

5.7.3. Soil Expansiveness Classification 

17 sets of soil tests were carried out on samples taken from likely foundation level across the entire 
subdivision as part of the completion fieldwork. 

Testing was carried out in accordance with NZS 4402, "Methods of Testing Soils for Civil Engineering 
Purposes" test 2.2 and 2.6 and were used in conjunction with visual-tactile assessment of the site 
soils to determine expansive site Classes as defined in AS 2870, "Residential Slabs and Footings – 
Construction". All test results are appended. 
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On this basis we have assessed the AS 2870 Site Class for all lots these stages of the development 
to be H2 (high). Details of foundation options for this Class are contained in the appended Suitability 
Statement. 

In recent years in Auckland, there have been examples of concrete floors and/ or foundations that 
have been poured on dry, desiccated subgrades in summer months on expansive soils and have 
Foundation contractors need to be made aware of this issue and the need to maintain appropriate 
moisture contents in the footings and building platform subgrade between the time of excavation and 
the pouring of concrete.  

Remedial actions that may be appropriate include platform protection with a hard fill layer, pouring of 
a blinding layer of concrete in footing bases and soaking of the building platform with sprinklers for 
an extended period. 

Home owners need to be aware that the planting of high water demand plants where their roots may 
extend close to footings can also cause settlement damage.  

5.8. Topsoil Depths 

Topsoil depths have been checked by the drilling of a borehole in the approximate centre of the 
building platform on each lot. The results are considered indicative for each lot, but may be subject 
to variations. Topsoil depths are between 150 and 300mm on these stages of the development. 

Site specific findings are contained in the appended GCR Summary Table (Appendix A). However, it 
is possible that further levelling works have been undertaken since our investigations and accordingly, 
we strongly recommend that lot purchasers complete their own checks of topsoil depths. 

5.9. Stormwater Detention Device 

A stormwater detention device has been constructed as part of this stage of the subdivision. This 
device is formed as a series of vegetated swales connected by stormwater pipes with rock armouring 
surrounding the inlet and outlets of the pipework. 

The device was formed mostly within cut with the eastern end of the device filled as part of the gully 
works. The cut ground was inspected by CMW during the course of the works to confirm the natural 
soils were highly plastic clays as anticipated based on the investigations previously.  

Permeability testing of these natural soils confirmed a hydraulic conductivity (K) in the order of 10-6 
m/s. Borehole investigations undertaken within the vicinity of the stormwater detention device 
confirmed that groundwater levels were not present within 2 metres of the finished levels of the device. 

Design flow rates for the detention device are as follows: 

 2 year ARI event: 0.292m3/s 
 10 year ARI event: 0.782m3/s 
 100 year ARI event: 1.126m3/s 

Data from NIWA for the West Auckland area suggests soil moisture deficits through 
evaporation/transpiration within the summer months of November through to February are likely to 
have an average deficit of less than 200mm. No specific evaporation tests have been carried out for 
the device during its commissioning. 

On the basis of the construction observations undertaken during the subdivision formation we are 
satisfied that the stormwater detention device has been constructed in accordance with the design 
and is suitable for its intended purpose. 
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6. CLOSURE 

The appended Statement of Professional Opinion is provided to the Auckland Council and Cabra 
Developments Limited for their purposes alone on the express condition that it will not be relied upon 
by any other person. It is important that prospective purchasers satisfy themselves as to any specific 
conditions pertaining to their particular land interest.  

Although regular site visits have been undertaken for observation, for providing guidance and 
instruction and for testing purposes, the geotechnical services scope did not include full time site 
presence. To this end, our appended Suitability Statement also relies on the Contractors’ work 
practices and assumes that when we have not been present to observe the work, it has been 
completed to high standards and in accordance with the drawings, instructions and consent 
conditions provided to them.  

Similarly it assumes that all as-built information and other details provided to the Client and/or CMW 
by other members of the project team are accurate and correct in all respects. 

 

For and on behalf of 

CMW Geosciences (NZ) Limited 

 

Prepared by:       Reviewed and Approved by: 

      

      

      

Greg Snook      Richard Knowles 

Project Engineering Geologist    Principal Geotechnical Engineer CPEng 

 

 



Appendix A 

 

Statement of Professional Opinion as to the 
Suitability of Land for Building Development  
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STATEMENT OF PROFESSIONAL OPINION AS TO THE SUITABILITY OF 

LAND FOR BUILDING DEVELOPMENT 

I, R.J. Knowles, of CMW Geosciences (NZ) Limited, Auckland, hereby confirm that: 

1. As a Chartered Professional Engineer experienced in the field of geotechnical engineering, I am 
a Geo-professional as defined in Section 1.2.2 of NZS 4404 and was retained by the Developer 
as the Geotechnical Engineer on Stages 1A and 3 of the Huapai Triangle Sub Precinct B 
Development. 

2. The extent of preliminary investigations carried out to date are described our Geotechnical 
Investigation Report referenced 2015_1127AB Rev.2, dated 24 August 2015. The conclusions 
and recommendations of that document have been re-evaluated in the preparation of this report. 
The results of all tests carried out are also appended. 

3. In my professional opinion, not to be construed as a guarantee, I consider that: 

(a) The earth fills shown on the appended Cato Bolam Consultants Cut Fill As-built Plans have 
been placed in compliance with NZS 4431, the Auckland Council Code of Practice for 
Subdivision and Land Development and related documents. 

(b) The completed earthworks give due regard to land slope and foundation stability 
considerations on the building platform areas. 

(c) Specific Design Zone (Retaining Walls) areas have been applied on all Lots for the 
protection of the function of the retaining walls. No building construction and no earthworks 
(i.e. cut or fills of any depth) should take place within the designated Specific Design Zone 

(Retaining Walls) areas unless endorsed by a Chartered Professional Engineer 
experienced in geomechanics and familiar with the contents of this report. The endorsement 
will need to consider the stability implications of the earthworks and building proposals on 
the retaining walls so that the walls are neither overloaded nor undermined. The extents of 
these areas are depicted on the appended Retaining Wall Specific Design Plans. 

(d) The function of the subsoil drains installed beneath Lots 11 to 14 and 201 inclusive must 
not be impaired by any building development or landscaping works. Any bored or driven 
piles must be positioned to avoid damaging the draincoils. Where any subsoil drain is 
intercepted by building works, it must be reinstated under the direction of a Chartered 
Professional Engineer to ensure the integrity of the subsoil drainage system.  

(e) The retaining wall drainage outlets on Lots 4, 6, 9, 10, 14, 37 and 200 inclusive must be 
connected to the private drainage systems as part of construction of residential dwellings in 
their respective lots. Locations are depicted on the appended Final Contour & Retaining 
Wall As-built Plans. 

(f) A geotechnical ultimate bearing capacity of 300 kPa may be assumed for shallow foundation 
design on the building platforms of Lots 3 to 15, 26 to 29, 31 to 38, 200 and 201 inclusive. 

Due to the presence of softer natural subsoils on the building platforms of Lot 30 a 
geotechnical ultimate bearing capacity of 240 kPa may be assumed for shallow foundation 
design on these lots. 

If for any reason higher geotechnical bearing capacities are required, further specific site 
investigation and design of foundations should be carried out prior to Building Consent 
application. 
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(g) The expansive site Class for all lots has been assessed as AS2870 Class H2 (high). We 
recommend that building designers note on the Building Consent drawings the need to 
maintain appropriate moisture levels across building subgrades and in footing excavations 
(as described in Section 5.7.3 of the Geotechnical Completion Report) for reference by 
foundation contractors. 

(h) The backfilling and compaction of the storm water trenches on this subdivision has been 
carried out to appropriate standards having regard for the prevailing ground conditions and 
associated compaction induced pipe loadings.  

However, no building development should take place within the 45 degree zone of influence 
of drain inverts unless endorsed by specific design and by construction inspections 
undertaken by a Chartered Professional Engineer experienced in geomechanics to ensure 
that lateral stability and differential settlement issues are addressed and that building loads 
are transferred beyond the influence of the pipe and trench backfill. This influence line is 
depicted on the appended Drainage Zone of Influence Plans. A copy of drawing SW22 
extracted from Chapter 4 of the Auckland Council Code of Practice for Land development 
and Subdivision this document is provided in Appendix B for clarification 

(i) Subject to the geotechnical limitations, restrictions and recommendations contained in 
clauses 3(c), 3(d), 3(e) 3(f), 3(g) and 3(h) above: 

(i) The filled and natural ground is generally suitable for residential buildings constructed in 
accordance with NZS 3604 and the requirements of AS2870 for the appropriate 
expansive soil class. 

(ii) Where shallow foundations are appropriate, design may be carried out in accordance 
with AS 2870 (Class H2) or alternately, a specific foundation and structural design may 
be undertaken by a Chartered Professional Engineer. 

4. Road subgrades have been formed with appropriate regard for slope stability and settlement 
risks. 

5. Construction of the permanent stormwater detention device has been formed to standards 
appropriate for its intended use. 

The following table summarises the conditions on each of each residential lots. 

 

For and on behalf of 

CMW Geosciences (NZ) Limited 

 

 

 

Richard Knowles 

Principal Geotechnical Engineer, CPEng 
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GCR SUMMARY TABLE 
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GCR SOPO Clause 3(c) 3(e) 3(d) 3(f) 3(g) 3(h)  

Lot number        

3    300 H2  250 

4    300 H2  250 

5    300 H2  250 

6    300 H2  250 

7    300 H2  150 

8    300 H2  150 

9    300 H2  200 

10    300 H2  200 

11    300 H2  150 

12    300 H2  200 

13    300 H2  200 

14    300 H2  200 

15    300 H2  280 

26    300 H2  250 

27    300 H2  300 

28    300 H2  250 

29    300 H2  250 

30    240 H2  200 

31    300 H2  300 

32    300 H2  250 

33    300 H2  200 
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Appendix B 

 

Cato Bolam Consultants As-built Drawings and 
Detail Drawings 

 
Title Reference No. Date Revision 

COVER SHEET 32522-E00 NOV 2016 - 

FINAL CONTOUR & RETAINING WALL AS BUILT 
PLANS (3 SHEETS) 32522-E600 TO E602 NOV 2016 - 

CUT FILL AS BUILT PLANS (3 SHEETS) 32522-E603 TO E605 NOV 2016 - 

ROAD AS BUILT PLANS (3 SHEETS) 32522-E606 TO E608 NOV 2016 - 

WASTEWATER RETICULATION AS BUILT PLANS (3 
SHEETS) 

32522-E609 TO E611 NOV 2016 - 

STORMWATER RETICULATION AS BUILT PLANS (4 
SHEETS) 32522-E612 TO E615 NOV 2016 - 

WATER RETICULATION AS BUILT PLANS (3 
SHEETS) 32522-E616 TO E618 NOV 2016 - 

RETAINING WALL SPECIFIC DESIGN PLANS (2 
SHEETS) 

32522-E619 TO E620 NOV 2016 - 

DRAINAGE ZONE OF INFLUENCE PLANS (2 
SHEETS) 

32522-E621 TO E622 NOV 2016 - 

AUCKLAND COUNCIL STORMWATER PIPE AND 
MANHOLE CONSTRUCTION CLEARANCE 

REQUIREMENTS 
SW22 SEP 2013 1 
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Appendix C 

 

Laboratory Test Data 



Revision: 1

Report No:
Page:

 DETERMINATION OF THE LIQUID LIMIT & LINEAR SHRINKAGE

TEST METHOD NZS 4402 : 1986 TEST 2.2 & 2.6

Job:
Date of order: Sample origin:
Sample method: Sample Description:
Sample By: Date:

Test Details :

Test performed on : whole soil
History : Natural

Liquid Linear

Sample No. Location Depth Limit Shrinkage Water Content

Comments :

Tested By: Date :
Calculated By : Date :
Checked By : Date :

EC
EC
EC

17,18,19/06/16
23.06.16
27.06.16

16 0144 00 
1 of 2 

Station Road

15.6.16
Hand Auger
RHD

As below 
-
13 & 14/06/16

29.5

220.4m - 0.6m 86 38.2

29.3

230.4m - 0.6m 91 44.3

31.7

45.5

E236A Lot 78 0.4m - 0.6m 66 17

E237A Lot 203 0.4m - 0.6m 85 21

E235A Lot 64 0.4m - 0.6m 63 18

E234A Lot 115

35.9

E232A Lot 32 0.4m - 0.6m 79 21 43.8

E231A Lot 50 0.4m - 0.6m 82 19

E230A Lot 69 0.4m - 0.6m 71 19

E229A Lot 36

Natural

(%)(m)

E228A Lot 38 0.4m - 0.6m 104 23 48.3



Revision: 1

Report No:
Page:

 DETERMINATION OF THE LIQUID LIMIT & LINEAR SHRINKAGE

TEST METHOD NZS 4402 : 1986 TEST 2.2 & 2.6

Job:
Date of order: Sample origin:
Sample method: Sample Description:
Sample By: Date:

Test Details :

Test performed on : whole soil
History : Natural

Liquid Linear

Sample No. Location Depth Limit Shrinkage Water Content

Comments :

Tested By: Date :
Calculated By : Date :
Checked By : Date :

946 D LOT 100/102

Natural

(%)(m)

945 D LOT 108 0.4m - 0.6m 93 21 38.5

947 D LOT 20 0.4m - 0.6m 97 22

950 D LOT 87

42.6

949 D LOT 26 0.4m - 0.6m 117 21 39.1

948 D LOT 205 0.4m - 0.6m 73 17

951 D LOT 43 0.4m - 0.6m 88 20

952 D LOT 95 0.4m - 0.6m 89 21

RHD/JMJ

As below
-
15.06.16

48.7

180.4m - 0.6m 69 36.9

45.8

220.4m - 0.6m 98 40.3

56.4

16 0144 00
2 of 2

Station Road

-
-

MC
MC
EC

20/22/23/24/25.06.16
27.06.16
27.06.16



Appendix D 

 

Field Test Data 













































Appendix E 

 

Producer Statements 
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